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One big change is the full implementation of the AC and that by 2016, 

almost all Americans who quality for healthcare must have avail it or 

sanctions would be given to those, this implies that the future of healthcare 

could be affected by accessibility and quality. 

Accessibility because more Americas are able to avail it, and quality because

with more people the quality of care and service could be affected by 

Immediate procedures and using cons effective alternatives In some case 

especially for low premium healthcare users. 

The future of healthcare environment I the next cascade may perhaps 

revolve around the elastic effect of accessibility, cost, and quality, and the 

results are really undetermined and regarding upon context (Cole, 2007). 

Perhaps more regulations and legislations would be the topic of change for 

healthcare. It would seem that team based healthcare where In experts 

across the fields are teaming up with each other to handle different 

pressures, this Is mainly because to reduce healthcare error that have 

caused more that 250, KUDUS In some cases, both inflicting cost for the 

healthcare Institution, the Insurance providers, and the individuals as well. 

Her changes would be in technological capital where in evidence based 

research would provide even more accurate ways to do standard procedures,

to very sophisticated ways to handle special cases (Haberdasher & Ripple, 

2008). 

Other changes would come with manpower as well, more healthcare 

providers are need because of the expected influx of patients brought about 

by AC, more healthcare practitioners are needed according to research data 
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and that US is already outsourcing help form other countries such as medical

technicians from the middle east, and nurses from Asia. 
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